
Veneered Door Range



Satin Walnut Zebrano

Olive Ash Crown Ash

Blackened Limed Oak White Washed Oak



Introducing V Line, a range of specially selected veneers to add those 
special  touches in interior Design in the kitchen, bedroom 
or bathroom.
The range has been carefully selected to cover most timber shades from 
light and airy shades to warming mid hues through to Moody darker tones 
to compliment painted or natural � nishes.

Simple classics such as Oak and Walnut to more adventurous grain struc-
ture and patterns like Santos Rosewood or Macassar. 
Veneers can be grain matched, book matched or randomly selected in 
either horizontal or vertical patterns. 
The V Line range is � nished in a durable clear acid catalysed lacquer to 
further enhance the beauty of natural timber.

V Line veneers can be grain matched in up to three metre lengths in some 
of the designs and just under two and half in others, ideal for continuous 
grain on feature Island designs. The full range can also be supplied in all 
curved options.

Exotic veneers also contrast beautifully with the crisp colours and sheen of 
our high-gloss, solid acrylic Parapan.

V line is supplied on a 4 week lead time

Macassar Zebrato Menta



MACASSAR
Natural Macassar with its distinctive 
striped grain pattern � nishes to a warm 
brown highlighted with darker natural 
stripes. 

Shown here with black High Gloss Parapan 
creating a moody contemporary design



MACASSAR

OLIVE ASH
The contrasting light and darker stripes 
of natural Olive Ash veneer give a unique 
clean and fresh look suitable for any 
modern kitchen design.



CHOCOLATE              LIMED

PAVILION GREY         ANTHRACITE

A rough cut oak veneer featuring sawtooth markings with � ve � nishes to 
choose from, supplied in individual sets to ensure a perfect colour match 
on every order. 
 
Available in horizontal or vertical grain, including a stunning range of 
contemporary accessories.

The beauty of Oak but in a more rugged textured � nish

SAWTOOTH OAK

NATURAL



NATURAL
BLACK
WALNUT

Classic American Black Walnut with its exquisite rich 
brown � nish is perfect in a dead matt � nish as below 
in Dead Matt lacquer for a classic urban look.



ZEBRANO
A striped veneer that as the name 
suggests has an attractive linear 
pattern like that of a Zebras skin. 

Used in conjunction with darker 
� nishes or as shown here with white 
high gloss Parapan, dark natural 
stone worktops and slate � oor 
combines new and old in perfect 
harmony.



SATIN WALNUT

If a prominent statement veneer is required this ticks the 
box. The eye-catching di� erence between sapwood and 
darker brown and red heartwood creates unmissable 
feature doors. 
Combined as shown here with white high gloss Parapan 
and natural travertine � ooring creates a light, modern and 
cool interior in both senses.



SANTOS ROSEWOOD

Santos Rosewood originating from Bolivia is simply 
Stunning. Like Satin walnut but with a more subtle 
di� erence between the natural lighter and darker grain 
structure. 
Ideal as feature doors grain matched across the length it 
mixes easily with painted lacquers or acrylic doors.



SANTOS ROSEWOOD

CHERRY
Another classic veneer. Natural warm tones 
radiate from this veneer, no colour is added 
just the simple beauty of the natural wood.
 
Over the years it will mellow lightly to 
further enhance the grain. it looks equally 
as stunning in vertical or horizontal grain 
Pattern.



OAK



Classic oak in all its glory. 

The options are too many to list, photos have been 
added showing the ranges available. 
Finishes may come and go but Oak remains a constant 
thoroughbred of timbers. 
Shown here in a variety of � nishes from natural to deep 
brown the combinations either as feature doors or a full 
kitchen will satisfy the most demanding desires.

CHOCOLATE

MATT LIGHT

BLACKENED LIMED

GREY WASHED WHITE WASHED

LIMED



Zebrato Blanco Nero and Zebrato Menta, exotic veneered designs, Ideal for those who 
want to mix and match textures, colours and � nishes to create an ultra-modern kitchen 
design.

ZEBRATO
BLANCO NERO

ZEBRATO
MENTA

Macassar

Grey Washed Oak

Limed Oak

Natural Sawtooth Oak



Macassar Olive Ash Natural Black Walnut Zebrano Satin Walnut

Grey Washed Oak Matt  Light Oak Blackened Limed Oak White washed Oak Chocolate Oak

Limed Oak Pavillion Grey 
Sawtooth Oak

Anthracite Sawtooth 
Oak

Chocolate Sawtooth
Oak

Limed Sawtooth Oak

Natural Sawtooth Oak Zevrato Blanco Nero Zerato Menta Santos Rosewood Cherry
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